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Specifications

1. Title of the Invention

Viewfinder Device for Camera

2. Claim (s)

A viewfinder device for a camera provided by linking a back-and- forth

sliding structure to a left-and-right sliding structure correspondable

to a dominant eye, with the back-and- forth sliding structure built into

a viewfinder main body.

3. Detailed Specifications

Field of Industrial Applications

The present invention relates to a viewfinder device for a camera

which is ideal for use in, e.g., a video camera or a TV camera.

Prior Art

Although the position-adjusting mechanism of the eyepiece portion

in this type of conventional viewfinder device for a camera had a constitution

wherein it could slide right and left, correspondable to the dominant

eye of a built-in system (cable-free system) using a connector, it could

not slide back-and-forth

.

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

However, being there are also individual differences of a

back-and-forth direction, there was a strong demand to implement an

adjustment mechanism able to slide back-and-forth

.

By providing an adjustment mechanism that can slide back-and- forth

in a conventional viewfinder device as a countermeasure thereof, space

must be provided therefore; so a problem occurs because the volume, weight,
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and the like of the finished good increase, and in particular , the operability

of an ENG camera is poor.

The present invention was achieved in view of the circumstances,

as described above, and it is an object thereof, to provide a viewfinder

device for a camera that enables the back-and-forth sliding adjustment

without compromising operability (in short, the electrical connection

of the camera head and viewfinder (called "EVF" hereafter) gives the ability

to position the EVF eyepiece portion in the position of the eye corresponding

to the dominant eye of a built-in system) , that is stowed and disposed

in the EVF main body without externally providing an adjustment mechanism

portion thereof, and making the overall device small and lightweight.

Means for Solving the Problems

In order to achieve the above-mentioned object, the present invention

is a viewfinder device for a camera provided by linking a back-and-forth

sliding structure to a left-and-right sliding structure correspondable

to a dominant eye, with the back-and-forth sliding structure arranged

inside an EVF main body

Effects

According to the above -mentioned constitution of the present invention,

the EVF eyepiece portion can be positioned in the position of the eye

corresponding to the dominant eye, resulting in the overall device turning

out to be small and lightweight.

Practical Examples

Figure 1 is a perspective view of the viewfinder device for a camera

in a practical example of the present invention, which comprises a camera
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head portion 1, an EVF main body portion 2, and an EVF eyepiece portion

unit 3

.

Figure 2 is a schematic exploded perspective view of Figure 1 and

Figures 3(a), (b) , and (c) are cross sections of the major parts of the

camera head portion 1 and the EVF main body portion 2 in Figure 1.

In Figures 1 to 3 , the camera head portion 1 comprises main major

components, such as an EVF mounting case 23, a slide shaft holder 19,

a guide plate 20 and a shoe 21. An eccentric [misspelled in source] cam

22 pivots in the EVF mounting case 23, and a lock lever 24 is fitted to

the cam shaft thereof- The shoe 21 is fixed to the EVF mounting case

23 via a screw 21a. A female connector 18 and the guide plate 20 are

fixed to the slide shaft holder 19 via respective screws 20a, and the

guide plate 20 thereof is inserted into the shoe 21. A special screw

26 is screwed into the EVF mounting case 23 so that it enters the groove

19a of the slide shaft holder 19. Thus, the slide shaft holder 19

(right-and-left sliding mechanism correspondable to the dominant eye)

is movable in the direction of the arrow a (right-and-left) by guiding

of the special screw 26 . Moreover, by rotating the lock lever 24 (direction

of arrow d) , the eccentric cam 22 rotates about 180° and the eccentric

portion presses the guide plate 20, and the right-and-left movement of

the aforesaid slide shaft holder 19 (in the direction of the arrow a)

is regulated (fixed)

.

The EVF main body portion 2 comprises major components, such as an

EVF top cover 5, an EVF bottom cover 6, a CRT sliding holder 8, a CRT
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holder ring 7, a back-and-forth sliding bracket 12, an EVF mounting ring

14, and a back-and-forth sliding tube 15, The CRT sliding holder 8 and

back-and-forth sliding bracket 12 are fixed to the EVF bottom cover 6

via a screw 6a or the like. The cylinder portion 11 of the EVF eyepiece

portion unit 3 passes through the CRT holder ring 7 and the CRT sliding

holder 8, and a spring 25 is inserted into the CRT sliding holder 8.

Thus, the cylinder portion 11 of the EVF eyepiece portion unit 3 is nipped

and held by the CRT holder ring 7 and the CRT sliding holder 8 to attain

movement in the direction of the arrow b. Moreover, the lens-holding

cylinder portion 11a of the EVF eyepiece portion unit 3 can rotate in

the direction of the arrow f.

A male connector 16 is fixed freely to and held by the back-and-forth

sliding tube 15 via a screw 17 . The back-and-forth sliding tube 15 thereof

passes through the EVF mounting ring 14 and back-and-forth sliding bracket

12, and a special screw 13 screws into the back-and-forth sliding bracket

12 so that it enters the groove 15a of the back-and-forth sliding tube

15 . A lock shaft 10 mountedwith a lock lever 9 is screwed to the back -and- forth

sliding bracket 12 (which has a slit portion 12a) after passing the EVF

bottom cover 6. Thus, the back-and-forth sliding tube 15 is slidable

in the direction of the arrow c (back-and-forth) by guiding of the special

screw 13- Moreover, the lock shaft 10 moves in response to the rotation

of the lock lever 9 to securely tighten or loosen the slit portion 12a

of the back-and-forth sliding bracket 12 and regulates (fixes or unfixes)

the back-and-forth sliding (movement in the direction of the arrow c)
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of the back and forth sliding tube 15.

The EVF mounting ring 14 holds the cylinder port ion of the back-and- forth

sliding tube 15 to freely rotate and is screwed to the slide shaft holder

19. By inserting the back-and- forth sliding tube 15 into the slide shaft

holder 19, the male connector 16 and the female connector 18 are fitted

automatically (connector built-in function)

.

The operation is described next on the basis of the above-mentioned

constitution.

First of all, in a normal state, the sliding mechanism 4 (including

the right-and-left sliding mechanism depicted by the arrow a and the

back-and- forth sliding mechanism depicted by the arrow c) exists in a

state, as shown in Figure 1. If the camera head portion 1* is fastened

to the right shoulder in the state shown in Figure 1, the EVF eyepiece

portion unit 3 corresponds to the right eye. Consequently, the case in

Figure 1 is called a right eye correspondence state.

Moreover, when the position of the EVF eyepiece portion unit 3 is

altered/adjusted to the direction of the arrow b, such adjustment may

be performed by subjecting the EVF eyepiece portion unit 3 to a pushing

(or pulling) operation to (from the EVF main body 2 in the direction of

the arrow b

.

If the lock lever 24 is rotated in the direction of release in the

right eye correspondence state in Figure 1, the press-contact and fixing

of the eccentric cam 22 to the guide plate 20 is released, and the slide

shaft holder 19 freely slides and moves to the camera head portion 1 (shoe
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21) in the direction of the arrow a (right-and-left)

.

Therefore, after moving and adjusting the slide shaft holder 19

(right-and-left sliding mechanism correspondable to the dominant eye)

to the camera head portion 1 (shoe 21) in the direction of the arrow a

over a prescribed length (adjustable to a maximum 50 mm in this practical

example) , the lock lever 24 rotates and returns its original position.

Thus, the eccentric cam 22 moves in response thereto and press-contacts

and fixes to the guide plate 20 , and the slide shaft holder 19 (right-and-left

sliding mechanism correspondable to dominant eye) exists in a fixed state.

This state is a so-called left eye correspondence state in which the EVF

eyepiece portion unit 3 is correspondable to the left eye.

The sliding adjustment thereof is enabled since the back-and-forth

(direction of the arrow c) sliding adjustment (possible to a maximum 2 0

mm in this practical example) of the back-and-forth sliding tube 15

(relatively, the EVF main body 2) , which revolves the lock lever 9 in

the direction of the arrow e, the lock shaft 10 rotates in response thereto,

the slit portion 12a of the back-and-forth sliding bracket 12 (see Figure

3(b)) becomes slack, and the back-and-forth sliding tube 15 (back-and-forth

sliding mechanism) is brought into a state of release.

Moreover, since the major component is composed of the back-and-forth

sliding bracket 12, and the back-and-forth sliding mechanism (the

back-and-forth sliding tube 15 or the like) containing the component 12

thereof is stowed inside the EVF main body 2 in order to enable the above

back-and-forth sliding operation and engineer a small, lightweight device,

the overall device becomes small and lightweight, and moreover, a sliding
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mechanism (right-and-left and back-and-forth sliding mechanisms) can be

realized without any slackness.

Advantages of the Invention

As evident from the above-mentioned, besides the conventional

operability not being comprised and a back-and-forth sliding being enabled

because a viewfinder device for a camera is provided by linking a

back-and-forth sliding structure to a left-and-right sliding structure

correspondable to a dominant eye in the present invention, the overall

device can be made small and lightweight since the aforesaid back-and-forth

sliding mechanism is installed inside the EVF main body.

4. Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a perspective view of viewfinder device for a camera

in a practical example of the present invention; Figure 2 is an exploded

perspective view of Figure 1; and Figures 3(a), (b) , and (c) are cross

sections of the major parts of the camera head portion and the viewfinder

main body portion in Figure 1.

1: camera head portion; 2: viewfinder EVF main body; 3: EVF eyepiece

portion unit; 4: sliding mechanism; 12: back-and-forth sliding bracket;

15: back-and-forth sliding tube; 19: slide shaft holder; 23: EVF mounting

case
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esp@cenet document view Page 1 of 1

Abstract of JP1 023239

PURPOSE:To miniaturize an entire device and to

reduce the device in weight by incorporating a

back-and-forth sliding mechanism which is linked

with a left-and-right sliding mechanism which can
correspond to a sharp eye in a finder main body
part.

CONSTITUTION:By rotating a lever 24, a sliding

axis holder 19 is moved by a specified distance in a

direction shown by an arrow A with respect to a

shoe 21 so as to make an eyepiece part unit 3

correspond to a left eye or a right eye for a camera
head part 1 . By rotating a lever 9, the slotted slit

part 12a of a bracket 12 is released so as to make
the back-and-forth sliding cylinder 15 in a released

state. Since the bracket 12 and the sliding cylinder

15 of the back-and-forth moving mechanism are

housed inside the finder main body part 2, the

device can be miniaturized and lighted. Moreover,

the device can be effectively adjusted in the left

and right movement and the back and forth

movement corresponding to the position of the eye
according to the good eye.

http://v3.espacenet.com/textdoc?DB=EPODOC&IDX=JP1023239 7/14/04
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